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As Nick Willis steps up preparations for his fifth Olympics, it is fair to say the old dog of New Zealand track and field has learned to temper his expectations after an extended qualifying period ...
Tokyo Olympics: Nick Willis ready to take final lap of the track in his stride
The track info you need to know to watch the Tokyo Olympics 2021, how to watch, who to watch and a breakdown of each disipline.
Olympic Track Cycling — The basics and what events to watch at the 2021 Tokyo Olympics
S collection of short takes on generally off-track activities that have gone/will go a long way towards shaping... Read More ...
LAST LAP — August
This series is a chance to share the problems and solutions with as many riders as possible. (Several trackday organizations have asked if they can share these “Mandatory Riders’ Meeting” articles and ...
Ienatsch Tuesday: Track Entry and Exit, and Advice for Fast Riders
The plan is for the 203 residential units made up of 109 houses and 94 apartments, in spite of the recommendation by Dun Laoghaire Rathdown County Council to refuse planning ...
€63 million Kilternan residential scheme gets ‘fast track’ permission
Kurt Busch asked for a final favor from Atlanta Motor Speedway’s old, battered track. Busch’s wish came true on the track’s farewell race. Busch passed brother Kyle with 24 laps left and won the ...
Busch enjoys getting win on old-school race track
FIA Formula 1 race director Michael Masi has clamped down on drivers slowing at the end of a lap after some close calls in practice in Austria on Friday.
FIA clamps down on F1 drivers waiting in Austria’s final corner
On July 9, the Federal Railroad Administration and the Georgia Department of Transportation released the final version of an initial environmental ... The preferred route would cost $6.2 billion to $8 ...
Atlanta-to-Charlotte high-speed rail not on the fast track
Perseverance paid off for the fans that stuck out the storm at Dawson County Raceway, as the racers got an amazingly fast track to ... on the seventh lap. Sherfick led the final nine laps to ...
Five weather the storm at Dawson County Raceway
A slight stumble on the final water jump doused ... the U.S. Olympic Trials for track and field. Updike, a 29-year-old from Ketchikan, seized the lead as the final lap of the race began, putting ...
Olympic berth slips away from Ketchikan’s Isaac Updike on final lap
Hamilton’s subsequent final lap was then slower compared to his Q3 personal best, even before he went off the track at the penultimate corner while catching a snap of oversteer, which meant he ...
Hamilton: Jumping queue before last Styrian GP qualifying lap backfired
With six laps to go, Brandt took over as the leader, but he didn’t hold the position for long. After Brandt led the pack through 3,000 meters in 8:02 ... up for a fast final on Saturday.
Missed the 2021 NCAA Outdoor Track and Field Championships? Here Are the Results and Highlights
Hamilton's subsequent final lap was then slower compared to his Q3 personal best, even before he went off the track at the penultimate corner while catching a snap of oversteer, which meant he ...
Lewis Hamilton: Jumping queue before last Q3 lap backfired
In the moments after winning the final NASCAR Xfinity Series race at Atlanta Motor Speedway before the track undergoes a polarizing reprofiling over the summer, and just before beginning a scorching ...
Kyle Busch Rips Atlanta Track Reconfiguration, Driver Input
It's such a shame Ford won't play the Nordschleife hot-lap game. But luckily there are some Ford owners who still want to see what their brand new Shelby units can do at the track. And this ... the ...
2020 Shelby GT500 Does a Fast Lap at the Nürburgring, Can't Shake a BMW M2
The non-points event starts at 8 p.m. on FS1. The All-Star Open precedes the main race and will determine final ... Lap 40: Alex Bowman continues to lead, but it's clear which cars are fast ...
NASCAR All-Star Race live updates: Green flag at Texas with a million dollars on the line
Sergio Perez said his late charge to challenge Valtteri Bottas for the final ... of 4.8 seconds allowed the Mercedes driver to pit a lap later and crucially pass the Red Bull and gain track ...
Perez was just ‘half a lap’ short of podium place
Former Formula 1 world champion Jenson Button was invited to the premiere of the Lotus Emira and drove it flat-out around the Hethel track for more than 30 laps. While not being an independent review, ...
Jenson Button Drives The New Emira On Lotus’ Hethel Track
Joey Pederson wasn’t in serious contention to win Friday night’s late model feature at River Cities Speedway -- until the final few laps ... week, track conditions made for some fast ...
In dramatic fashion, Joey Pederson captures 20-lap late model feature at River Cities Speedway
Hamilton and Verstappen had been the last drivers to take to the track ... fast left at the end of the second sector. Verstappen did set the session’s quickest time in the final sector on that ...
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